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Carn Brea House & Garden

B5186 Carn Brae

Location

5 Harcourt Street, HAWTHORN VIC 3123 - Property No B5186

Municipality

BOROONDARA CITY

Level of significance

State

Heritage Listing

National Trust

Statement of Significance

Last updated on - April 15, 2008

Carn Brae, developed by the Beswicke family as a city mansion from the mid 1870s, purchased by the Nicholas
family in 1920, the garden considerably enlarged and enhanced, and the residence rebuilt in 1928, is of State
significance: - as a representative city mansion garden of the late nineteenth century, skilfully and sympathetically
redesigned and extended in 1920 and 1928 and largely intact from 1928; major attributes include the sweeping
entry drive, mature trees, large open lawns, architectural garden features and early site planning; for its collection
of trees characteristic of late nineteenth century gardens in Victoria; for the manner in which the garden provides
an appropriate setting for a residence of considerable architectural significance; this is enhanced by the fact that
architect Harry Norris was responsible for the design of both the house and garden; for its links with the
significant client/architect relationship that developed between Alfred Nicholas and Harry Norris and the collection
of architecturally and historically important domestic, institutional and commercial commissions that followed as a
result of this patronage; for its links with the Nicholas family, prominent in Melbourne' s commercial world and



noted philanthropists; Carn Brea forms a complement to the hill station properties of Alfred Nicholas (Burnham
Beeches, Sherbrooke), and his brother George Nicholas (Alton, Mt Macedon); for the survival of plans (especially
those dating from 1920 and 1928) which formed the documentation for the extant house and garden; - for its
contribution to Harcourt Street, a precinct of intact late nineteenth and early twentieth century mansions and villas
probably without parallel in Melbourne; Carn Brea is enhanced in this respect by its link with the architect John
Beswicke and as the first property to be developed on the north side of Harcourt Street; - for its aesthetic
qualities, derived from the sloping site with fine views to the south, intactness of the surrounding streetscape,
mature trees and early garden elements such as the fence, gates and pergolas which complement the
architecture of the residence.
Classified: 11/12/1991

Garden significance:
Carn Brea, developed by the Beswicke family as a suburban villa from the mid 1870s, purchased by the Nicholas
family in 1920, the garden considerably enlarged and enhanced, and the residence rebuilt in 1928, is of State
significance:

- as a representative suburban villa garden of the late nineteenth century, skilfully and sympathetically redesigned
and extended in 1920 and 1928 and largely intact from 1928; major attributes include the sweeping entry drive,
mature trees, large open lawns, architectural garden features and early site planning;

- for its collection of trees characteristic of late nineteenth century gardens in Victoria;

- for its retention of garden elements and buildings including pergolas, fernery, conservatory, fountain, sundial,
tennis court, front fence and gates;

- for the manner in which the garden provides an appropriate setting for a residence of considerable architectural
significance; this is enhanced by the fact that architect Harry A Norris was responsible for the design of both the
house and garden;

- for its links with the significant client/architect relationship that developed between Alfred Nicholas and Harry
Norris and the collection of architecturally and historically important domestic, institutional and commercial
commissions that followed as a result of this patronage;

- for its links with the Nicholas family, prominent in Melbourne's commercial world and noted philanthropists; Carn
Brea forms a complement to the hill station properties of Alfred Nicholas (Burnham Beeches, Sherbrooke), and
his brother George Nicholas (Alton, Mt Macedon);

- for the survival of plans (especially those dating from 1920 and 1928) which formed the documentation for the
extant house and garden;

- for its contribution to Harcourt Street, a precinct of intact late nineteenth and early twentieth century mansions
and villas probably without parallel in Melbourne; Carn Brea is enhanced in this respect by its link with the
architect John Beswicke and as the first property to be developed on the north side of Harcourt Street;

- for its aesthetic qualities, derived from the sloping site with fine views to the south, intactness of the surrounding
streetscape, mature trees and early garden elements such as the fence, gates and pergolas which complement
the architecture of the residence.

ANALYSIS

The garden at Carn Brea, like the house, retains features from several major periods of development. Evidence
of the nineteenth century garden layout is provided by the 1903-1905 MMBW plans; features retained from this
early scheme include the main curving path, eastern drive, general position of tennis court, circular path/feature
south of the front door, general site plan of the western portion of the residence and position of garage. The
garden plan of 1920 is particularly informative although a presumed second sheet (showing the northern portion
of the site) has not been sighted. The 1920 plan retained many elements from the Victorian era garden and
incorporated several new features of which the following still survive; northern section of the main path,
straightening of the east drive at the entrance, division of the circular garden bed into quadrants, fernery,
southern pergola and extension of the lawn into the western block. The garden plan of 1928 is the only document



which shows the full extent of the Nicholas era garden. Most features from the 1920 scheme were retained with
the notable exception of the south-western rose garden (which may never have even been constructed). The
circular feature in front of the house assumed its final form as part of the 1928 scheme (the details are shown in a
Norris drawing of June 1927) and the large pergola over the eastern drive adjoining the tennis court was
developed at this stage. It is assumed that the northern formal garden shown on the 1928 plan was executed and
it can be argued that the garden at Carn Brea reached its peak during the second half of the Nicholas ownership
(ie 1928-1937). Developments and changes since the Nicholas ownership have included the destruction of the
northern formal garden through subdivision, and the construction of a swimming pool north-west of the residence
(on land not apparently owned by the Nicholas family).

From analysis of early plans and the surviving landscape it can be seen that Carn Brea retains much of its layout
as a late Victorian suburban villa garden. Both the Nicholas schemes of 1920 and 1928 respected the main
nineteenth century layout and enhanced the landscaping by the incorporation of stylish garden elements such as
pergolas and formal path system in front of the residence. These features closely related to the redesign of the
Victorian residence by Harry Norris.

Attribution of the design remains conjectural although it seems highly likely that the landscape designer Hugh
Linaker was involved in the 1928 scheme, if not the 1920 scheme. Linaker undertook work for Alfred Nicholas in
the late 1920s and early 1930s providing advice on the Nicholas hill station Burnham Beeches. Percy Trevaskis,
gardener at Burnham Beeches from 1929 to 1936, recalled that Linaker supervised bedding schemes at Carn
Brea in conjunction with The Herald Garden Competition.(10)

Norris's redesign of Carn Brea extended the notion of a house and its integral connection to its garden by the
sympathetic enlargement of a nineteenth century mansion to resemble a spreading and picturesque English
country seat. The architectural vocabulary of the additions (half-timbered gables, tiled roofs, bay windows,
leadlighting and delicate interior plasterwork) have resulted in a house that appears on the one hand as a grand
version of the bungalow and on the other as a late and impressive example in the tradition of the so-called
Melbourne Queen Anne.

The additions and alterations to the house and garden at Carn Brea is perhaps the earliest commission which
Alfred Nicholas bestowed upon the young architect Harry Norris and marks the beginning of a fruitful patronage
that arose through a common interest in tennis. (Norris gave Nicholas lessons in the game.) Norris's practice had
only begun in August 1919 and was officially incorporated in July 1921. Norris became the official architect for the
Nicholas Group of companies and designed the Nicholas Building, Swanston Street, Melbourne (1926), followed
by Norris's most famous domestic work for the 'Aspro King', Burnham Beeches, Sherbrooke (1930-33); and
various laboratories for Nicholas and Aspro. Norris's other significant works in Melbourne include Kellow House,
St Kilda Road (1929); Capital Bakeries, South Yarra (1929); Coles No 4 Store, 301 Bourke Street, Melbourne
(now David Jones) (1929); Melford Motors, Elizabeth Street (1929); Block Court, Collins Street (1930); Majorca
Building, Flinders Lane (1931); Wesley College, St Kilda Road, Prahran (1934) (as a result of Nicholas Family
donations); Foy and Gibson's Store, Cnr Bourke & Swanston Street (1934-5); the Mission to Seamen, Port
Melbourne (1937); and Mitchell House, Cnr Elizabeth & Lonsdale Street (1938).

Carn Brea relates strongly to the history of Hawthorn through its association with Rathmines Village, its pivotal
role in the development of the northern side of Harcourt Street, and its links with the prominent Beswicke family.
File note 18/03/2011: G13117 amalgamated & filed with B5186.
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This place/object may be included in the Victorian Heritage Register pursuant to the Heritage Act 2017. Check
the Victorian Heritage Database, selecting 'Heritage Victoria' as the place source.

For further details about Heritage Overlay places, contact the relevant local council or go to Planning Schemes
Online http://planningschemes.dpcd.vic.gov.au/
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